DRAFT
UC Merced TEACH-IN
Wednesday, Dec. 7, 2011
12:30 to 4:30 p.m.
Joseph Edward Gallo Recreation and Wellness Center Gymnasium

SCHEDULE*

12:30 p.m. Welcome — Associated Students of UC Merced or Associate Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs Charles Nies

12:35 p.m. Historical context of social movements — Sean Malloy, professor of history

1 p.m. Students who interviewed Occupy Wall Street participants J. Daniel Crosswhite, Jason Yoon, Emmett Buentiempo and Jeffery Karahamuheto

1:20 p.m. Open microphone for audience comments

1:30 p.m. Staff Assembly Representative — Brian Gresham

1:45 p.m. Social movements — Nella Van Dyke, professor of sociology

2:10 p.m. Occupy UC Merced student representatives

2:30 p.m. Open microphone for audience comments

2:40 p.m. Comments from UC Merced Chancellor Dorothy Leland

2:55 p.m. California’s budget crisis and possible solutions — Nathan Monroe, professor of political science

3:15 p.m. Concept of solidarity in freedom struggles — Nigel Hatton, professor of literature

3:40 p.m. Students who interviewed Occupy Wall Street participants — J. Daniel Crosswhite, Jason Yoon, Emmett Buentiempo and Jeffery Karahamuheto

3:55 p.m. Open microphone for audience comments

* ALL times are tentative as speakers may talk longer or there may be an abundance of comments from the audience. In addition, we are anticipating that other groups may ask to participate.